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SUMMARY

Communi ty Per tici patiOn background

Many of the programs aimed at assisting the American Indians have

boon misdirected because they assumed that Indians was flogogemous sad

that one Indian could speak for his follows and so insure their par.

ticipation and cooperation that, in short, chiefs could CAW t
their followers, that interpreters could dearly portray the attitudes
of those igaerant of Inglish, or that progressive unixadblooden could
represent *hi interests of oonservative isfullbloodsm. While the Office
of Weak Opportunity prosruse of the present day are promised on
fewolvemat of the total cammity, actuality they are falling to
secure it inasmuch as they assume or allow the _assumption Mot Indian
tribal councils can spook for or accurately transimit the baliek and

feeliqgs of Indian *ethers, or that the acculturated "Untie TanakaIto

in his clerical or bureaucratic guise can rosily represent the fusible
and impoverished as he participates in conferences or coundssiontr, or
that the clique or faction that controls the Indian amity cream
faction (and so monopolises the available jabs) will consult the
subordinated cliques I. the design of a Head Start Program. The prett-
ies of gaining cesounity participation is not diminished and is elitally
exaggerated when %ileitis persons or organizations benevolently Interested
in Indian affairs intervene on the assumption that they can aloe Allah
the task better then the community can Itself. In all those cases the
Indian or non-Indian worthies in control believe or assert diet they
are meeting the requirement of =amity participation by hoid1ng
few calamity meetings Ap el I the plans are securely frame aid by
presenting to the handfuls that attend soar sales talk soh the meritsC of the program.

(Before elaborating the above statements. we should like to

41/01.11111 diet, as JAI" by MI= Sadfigi
Hoed Start progress ws observed were with fee empties highly

C)
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successful. Especially when we consider the haste with which these

programs were initiated and the meagre facilities and modestly trained

personnel normally available to those impoverished areas, the results

as compered to conventional schools -- were excel lent. Moreover, in

addition to the many benefits being enjoyed by children of preschool

age, we should note that other individuals in the community were pro-

fiting by employment end that the community as a whole was better off

because of the influx of goods and services. However, 0.E.O. and its

prefects, such as Head Start, were designed to acheive more than the

conventional and transient benefits of social welfare programs, and ft

is toward the achievement of these more ambitious goals that we have

tailored the following discussion.

The homogeneous and harmonious Indian band his vanished ( and

soy never have existed ), and the contemporary community is as heter-

ogeneous and divided se its larger urban counterparts. El , wefag

such simple sociological criteria as religious affiliation and years

of schooling achieved, the typical-Indian band spans a surprisingly.

wide range. bong the Ogle). Sioux of Fine Ridge are saribers of tle

Daman Catholic, Episcopalian, Letter Day Saints;, Pentecostal, and Motive

Americas churches; the same peop14 include persons who have somplosted

but three grades of schooling as well as others who are 4°1140 grad-

uates. Even the range of income, or standard of living, is socially

great, for as compared to the family that is destitute that which hes
some ate- ely income and a snug cabin is comfortably situated, while

the family where several goobers have federal employment-is positively

wealthy. Under these circumstances, the representation in a prefect'

of some part of the community does not imply understanding or accept-

ance by the population as autole.

In the case of Head Start programs it is especially *portant

is bear in mind that Indian communities maintain muds of thaaheriginal
and pioneer division of lobar y asst. The persona lee ere son Mingo

lodeahlo about young children sod most influential in their pi dance
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are women -- mothers, grandmothers, aunts, whereas man usually have but

small role in regard to the younger children. Moreover, patterns

of sociability follow the same division by gender, so that matrons

discuss the upbringing of children with other women and seldom with

menfolk. It is the women who are knowledgable and responsive to the

difficulties of the young at play, in the primary sprodes, or in

Mead Start programs, and it is they who must be significantly involved

if the Mead Start program is to became more than another of the

multitude of programs designed by a federal bureaucracy and launched

against- the Indians. Yet the very style of federal operations and

the exigencies of budgets of personnel and money uake it difficult

to involve any of the lowly in the planning, and among those Least

likely to be involved ere the mothers and other womenfolk.

Yet, if community participation it essential for the success of

many kinds of programs (such as Head Start), it can also he highly

umcomfertee, for the administrator. The interests and concerns info.

tially voiced by the Indian parents may have tittle apparent relevance

to those of the administrator, and the parental conception of the

proper division of labor between themselves and the admtnistrateeiS

likely to be quite other his. In particular, school Waists!

waters have complained to us that as Indio* parents have become la.

volved in school affairs, they have often initiated en reviewing in
painful detail grievances arising from disciplinary cases and, even

more troublesome, have sometimes complained-about the Almeanese of

teachers, whom the administretor has felt obliged to defend. wig

Need Start and similar programs, the initial interest illapiciedily the
cimmunity had usually centered about jobs and related perquisite,.

and has often eventuated in complaints of favoritism% hiring,

Concerning these kinds of 40045.011 that needs to be sold is

they are signs of a healthy camaimitys the arbiliPariness taalkid,:::

mations, poser does need to bop chosiesd, evis-if the artharicrOilli
the restraint to be Ullealltertekl.i the MOW of tals Paren.fit.

;rot' r



represented by jobs or the erection of community buildings, we have

little counsel of a direct nature, except again to remark that the

interest in partaking of the political and economic pie is healthy

and sane. Moreover, given the scarcity of reservation employment and

given the notional shortage of fully-qualified teachers, we do feel

impelled to offer thefollowing suggestion: might it not be far better

to advise Indian communities that they could (if they wished) plan

their centers so as to reduce the number of qualified, professional

teachers while diverting that money to increasing the number of

the level staff who 4re partially qualified by having some college

education. Team teaching seems peculiarly suSted to the operations

of a child development center, and the presence on the staff of so

many local persons in responsible positions would be encouraging to

educational aspirations.

Community Participation - Techniques

If the community is to interest itself more broadly in Mead

&tort policy, then it needs to be encouraged' phrasing genuine

alternatives -- such as those concerned with the staffing of the

centers -- and setting them before the local folk, while allowing

them some days and some privacy for debate and discussion, and

than asking sure that the voice of the majority is indeed heard

and heeded, this surely is an effective way to enlarge community

participation. Some cautions need to be added. * should, for ex.

ample, point out that traditionalist Indians prefer to from
gathering rather than declare themselves publicly to be in the meow

ative on em issue, and accordingly administrators should be 'extremely

careful about taking the voice of the handful who may attend a

meeting as representing the wishes of the absent Indian community.

Moreover, follow's', the opinions of the small but vocal minority who

have attended may set a pattern of abstention by the majority from
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participation in the project. Some experienced Indian politicians sre

quite unscrupulous in their use of Robert's Rules of Order and can by

this manipulation effectively exclude the remainder of the audience

from voicing its wishes. Especially early in the program, it may be

necessary to go to great lengths in polling sentiments in order to

convince Indians that their voice is indeed important.

Once one is acquainted with the life of Indian communities,

one can discern a surprising number of issues, usually decided in

terms of the conventions of the greater society or by administrative

fiat, that might better have been left to the community. Not only

would community decision heighten the involvement of the wants in

the Center activity but it is quite likely to facilitate some unex-

pected improvements in operation. Let us briefly outline soma of the

issues that have occurred to us as we inspected various Head Start

centers.

(1) Met should be the schedule of sessions? Most Indian commun-

ities have a cycle of social and ceremonial activities, such as pow

wows, and those often conflict in their timing with the rissidity of

the conventional teaching schedule. Administrators then complain

about lack of parental concern &bout attendance, when the parents

night with equal justice complain about the rigidity of scholastic

schedules.

(2) Whet should be the languages of instruction? In meet of the

communities we visited there were some persons who wars interested

in maintaining the native Indian language and who were Inclined 50

favor the introduction and use of that language within the cerrtowlee

of the school and of the Head Start Centers. Usually, other persons

were opposed or unsure about this proposal, since they regard the

learning of English as a necessary skill for the securing of ompiop.

sent. Nulnwhile,. the educators themselves -- to the extent that they

knew of or had considered the Uses.-- usually regarded it as mot if
the question because of their amo ignorance of the native languages



Yet, as the Carnegie Cross-cultural Educational Project (University of

Chicago) has demonstrated among the Cherokee, it is possible to intro-

duce the native language within an otherwise conventional school cur-

riculum, and the side benefits in Iwolvemant of conservative wants

and pupils can be very significant./ Accordingly, the question of the

native language and its place within the program of Weed Start activ-

ities is another issue that might well be raised for community decision.

(3) What other native $'111s and crafts are worthy of incorporation

within the curriculum of the Center is another issue. Having ourseiVes

heard some excellent Indian singing and watched some wonderful Indian

dancing and then shortly thereafter seen Center teachers leaning their

charges through dreary routines of music, we ourselves would be inclined

to propose that the Centers enlist the assistance of Indian man in

leading singing and dancing. And, in like vein, we would suggesrthet

some attention be given to incorporating other IIMan artistic espres-

alone, such as the beadwork so beautifully beini, executed by Chippewa

and Sioux. Again, these are issues to be decided by the community.

but they need to be raised by thee: administering the prograM So that .

the local folk can perceive that there are matters to be discussed

sad weighed.

14) Now should the local thoad Start program be described end

presented to the public? As we note In the cases of the projects

at Rapid City and Red Shirt Tables much resentment was bred among

the local folk by programs and newspaper stories which they felt ,

to be degrading and untrue. That kind of publicity could well

antagonise from participation in the program persons whom it would

. be valuable to have included. Yet, given the difficulty of cent004-

ling the kinds of stories the news media relate, all that um lie Owe

is tots** sure that the accounts givea the press by the admtaisOrar

tion of the local project do rap sent what the local folk wish t,

have said; and so "gain hors is an issue.to be brought to the cosiiiiiailt

for discussion and decision.

.,z1AIMINENNEMMM-'20"--rriT'',17.7
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Indian Poverty A Problem for Indian Communities

Since the passage of civil rights legislation, there has been

a tendency to regard the Indians as simply an aggregate of poor

people, lacking any distinct individuality. Administrators and

welfare workers tend to assert that it is useless sentimentalism

of anthropological mythology to talk in terms of aladien culturus,"

when, so they insist, there is only "reservation culture", a species

of the culture of poverty. furthermore, they contend that granting

recognition to Indians as specific communities runs the risk of

violating civil rights. legislation and the provisions of the U.S..

Censtitution. Now, disregarding the latter contention as being a

better issue for (*bate among lawyers versed in the complexities

of Indies treaties and Indies legislation, there is an important

sense in which the contention of these critics is true-- oi the

pragmatic level. For Insofar as there is today an mindian problem.'

it is the problem of Iodise poverty, 'of little political power, eed

of low social status. The "Indian problem" is thus akin to the Napalms*

probleml of the West Coast before the recent war; or to the oillegro

(valor of the South before the recentecivil rights struggles, or

Roth, various ethnic problems that have characterized the eastern

scAbeard (the Irish, Italians, Jewish, Puertoican problems, and 100

an)* In all thoise cases, the spokesman for the dominant sociompoli

Meal strata contended that the problem rested in the peculiar guiles

Wel 'rootless of the suborJinate minority, whereas the course of

further development exposed the fact that the real problem was the

lack of power and wealth of that minority. Once they hod atteined

various forms of power ens status within.the breeder society, these

gremps found that they did net have 'toe apologies for or regard as

*problem,' either their retaining of traditional practices or their

Vied toting foram of COOMISIO ty organisations

Z.;-,11111.1111111111Mar7%,'"!:ITIrir



to far, then, we are in pragmatic agreement with those who

criticize the emphasis on Indian culture in analyzing the "Indian

problem". Indian culture is not the problem; but Indian g2tELIE

is a problem. however, where we differ with these administrators,

waif, workers, and other critic, is in assessing the significance

of Indian culture and society for programs of Indian betterment. In-

sofar as and ethnic, religious, or minority group has raised itself

above poverty and adapted itself to our urban society, it has required

a collective effort and a collective struggle; it has not required a

dissolution of social bonds with their fellows but rather the stren-

gthening of these. By the same logic, Indians will require mare and

better social solidarity, rather than less, and if the example of

other ethnic groups is any guide, then Indians will create this sol-

idarity about what they perceive to be traditional Indian symbols

and values.

The notion that Indians can be benefited by compulsorily 'lin-

tagratingm them into program With local Whites is a delusion, and

very pernicious one, of the order of believing that -- in the

amerce of the sight of the federal government and of the militant

civil rights organizations I-- Negroes in the Deep South would be

benefited by compulsory integration into prngrams with local Whites.

For in both cases the Whites would simply capture the organization

to serve their own interests. Without effective organization to

present his viewpoint, the Indian (and the Nftl:*; will simply be

subjected to further harassment by Whites who think they know whet

is best for him!.

Many people born as Indians have assimilated into the society

about then, and this disappearance is usually regarded as a glaucoma,'

by the administrative or benevolent agency that may have conspired

to assist this process. Yet, there is by now some evidence to indi-

cate that the effort to assimilate Indians, to integrate them into

the White cAmAnity and to dissolve their identity via the acids of



education and retraining, that tnis pr .cess ilay in fact be contri-

buting far mare to the creation of a deracinattId proletariat -- a

faceless urban poor -- people without ioentity or hope. If this is
so, those who are interested in assisting Indians to rise from poverty
-fight

well desist from their bureaucratic warfare against Indian com-
,, 6 ies and Instead encourage Indians to organize in the forms of
their choice. The deracination of Indians into proletarians is con-

cealed behind the enthusiasm for the occasional Indian who dissclves

into the general urban middle class; besides, removing Indians from
federal rolls is regarded as a positive accomplishment by those who
administer the federal budget, and when these deracinated individuals

appear among the urban poor, few are concerned about their ethnic
history. On the other side, Indian communities suffer from the fact
that the successful person -- he who makes good in the general urban
environment -- ie. no Moser defined as an Indian and no longer fee-

serves any ties to the Indian community. Under these circumstances,

Indian commoities are robbed of persons who might be leaders, or

intermit-Marie' between the traditional folk and the greater society,

or, at least, models o! success.

The sociological literature is vo;uminous on the role of ethnic

and religious minorities within the U.S. and it Lundantly confirms
the notion that for most persons adaptation to u: ban society wws tie

collectivities, rather than as disparate individuals. Italians, Irish,
,I-ows, Poles, and so on, each attempted to reconstitute within the
urban environment a miniature of their village life within the old

country. The notion of traditional Indian culture may be an anthro.

pologicel myth, but an even grosser fallacy is the notion that Indians

can rise above poverty and adapt to urban society by being deprived
of their_ right to maintain an Indian society and a sent* of Indtan

identity.



PINE RIDGE

In the past, Pine Ridge has been subjected to a multitude of federal

and other plans for community betterment. While the overall target of

these plans has seldom been rezlized, so that the'large meass of Sioux

has remained impoverished, the plans fieve had important effects. Gen-

erally, they have ameliorated conditic41: by providing some employment

and related economic acti,ity; and, ae a more tong-run effect, they have

contributed toward divy-sifying the rtaervation poiAulatlen and increasing

the social and economic dist.7.nc.-: between th- more traditional "Country

Indians" and those more urbanized "Mixedbloods" who have managed to secure

a greater share of such benefits as steady employment. Most of this

planning has occurred for, rather than by, the Indians who were the target

population, and when Sioux have been brought into the discussion, it is

the more urbanized types who have stepped forward d 'it?oken for the

Indian". The Country Indians have not been consul.A and have anyway

been poorly informed, and the plans for the betterment of their (= Muni.

ties have failed to raise them out of pcverty.

As of our visit in July-August, the various Office of Economic

Opportunity programs at Pine Ridge were following the familiar course

out above, except for a change of agencies and actors. D'Asign of

projects and application for funds was being spearheaded by the Tribal

Attorney, a person of energy, bclevolent concern for the Indian, and

marked political influence via the Association on Americen Indian Affairs.

A Community Development Program had come into existence, whose direc-

don had been turned over to a man who had resided is the area far :any

years end hid been active on many organized program for community wig.

fare. The attitude of this director is symbolized by the fact twit,

despite his long residence in the community and his occupational Status

as liaison man, he pointedly refrains from participating in the social

life of the indian folk and remains ignorant of Lakota, the language

which constitutes the principal medium for political and social dia-
.

course iiong odglt Country Indians. As is typical of the role whtlik,



such men create for themselves on the reservation, ht is hard-working,

conscientious, and concerned to impart into Indian life the stan-

dards which he thinks of as distinguishing the national society. From

his perspective, the lass communicated to the local folk about commun-

ity development programs, the better; because otherwise everyone would

be hounding his office trying to secure perquisites and places on the

payroll for their relatives. Besides, the task of "public relations"

is conceived as belonging to another person, the Fifth Member of the

Tribal Executive, an official who by the terms of the 0.E.O. contracts

is suppnsed to devote himself to acting as iiason between the Community

.0evelopment Pros: mm and "the tribe". In fact, however, the man cut-

rintly holdiag the post of Fifth Member is overwhelmed by his other

responeWities as a member of the Executive, and also, feels ignor-

ant of the 0.E.O. programs and so reluctant to involve himself.

Meanwhile, the day-to-day operations of th© Community Development

Program, including the liasan with the tribal government and the cos-

munication with the Indian public, have devolved upon a VISTA Kwiter who

has been recruited into playing the role of Assistant Di:ector. Ogling

White, young, and an outsider, she has been sadd!;sa with such hostility-

pr4volcing tasks an hiring and firing for the Neighborhood Youth Corps or

of the Lides for the Child Develownt Centers. Mer genuine desire to

assist '.he community is very exploited while the responsibilities of

Pm' tosition keen heo socked in Pine Rfdge town and the C.O.P. offie e.

I. ties she is likely to suffer the fate of idealistic bureau Indtam

Affairs employees, who are similarly isolated from the social life of

Lountry Indians and whose desire to "help them improve themselvebm is

continually frustrated by the resistance these folk offer to welt"-

meant federal plans.

The same paternalistic pattern is visible in the program to estab-

lish chi id development centers (of a Head Start variety) throughout

the reservation. The local folk have not been consulted, and plamniag

ne expediting had been turned over ti; outaiderf In perticOar, the
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overall educational design had been deiegcted tc an eoucator located

several hundred miles from Pine Ridge, and since he was not present

when we made our brief visit, we can say nothing as to his qualifi-

cations or his knowledge of the Sioux and their reservation. Mean-

while, the day-to-day administration had been entrusted tc a summer

volunteer -- a student from the East. No one in ii...thority so.emed aware

that they were by these tactics effectively depriving the local folk

of the opportunity to learn by participating in planning.

In sum, then, the Community Development Program a* Pine Ri0ge has

been replacing the paternalism of the 8.I.A. with a new and less rigid

paternalism. The new siturtign does offer the Sioux the possibility

of a greater influence upon and involvement with the progra41, but it

is not particularly easy for them to perceive chat. Moreover, the

non-Indians who have moves into positions of authority within tee

Program have so defined the term* of Indian participation as to ruii

out -- as illegitimate and selfseeking -- the initial stages by whWI

any community spokesman would attempt to exert influence, namely thost

who were interested in the welfare of their local communities and only

derivatively interested In the welfare of the Oglala Sioux as a people

or tribe.

The tvwn of Pine Ridge now contains a cogent and concrete example

or the fruits of the more recent paternalism in the Fells Cohen Home i'nr

the Aged. The Home was ded:catsd with riuch ceremony and many emilent

visitors about fwn years ago. Clearly these outsiders regarded 'he Home

as being something good that had been done for the Indians. ict, today,

in aliome designed to shelter forty persons, there are about ten elders

resident, and this is half of the maximum that ever resided there. Evi-

dently, the Home Goes not 4ppeal to oluer Indians. The upper caste of

Pine Ridg? -- the B.I.A., P.H.S., and similar staff personnel .- ex-

plain this in terms of the incompetence of the tribal government which
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has the responsibility for operating the Home; these critics mention that

the food is bad, the building 'scks air conditioning (for which it was

designed), and to on. Yet a few minutes conversation with the impoverished

Indians for whom the Home was intended reveals that the Home is intrin-

sically a white elephant, because ft. simply does not meet the needs or

arouse the interests of the older Indians with traditional ways and

responsibilities. The planning, designing, and functioning of the Home

fell into the hands of committees well exemplified by the director of

the Community Development Program -- a congeries of Pine Ridge personnel

who are determined to uplift the Indians but who are quite ignorant of

and indifferent to Indian needs and interests, and who regard Indian

desires as something to be surmounted and reformed instead of something

to be responded to, encouraged, and developed. Meantime, the tribal

government was and is reluctant to criticize any project which brings

money into the area -- better a useless Home for the Aged than no such

project at all.

Since the administration of the Home is now in difficult streits,

the Director has detailed one of the VISTA workers-to its administration.

Fer this young man, the consequence will most likely be that he will be

so preoccupied that he will never meet any Indians (except in a pater-

nalistic and bureaucratic role); he will think of himself as devoting

his energies on behalf of the Indians when in fact he will be shoring

up a project designed and operated withc consultation or cimmunication

with those whom it is supposed to benefit.

Parerdts

Infwmal interviews were conducted with parents who lived in the

western area of the reservation, including the communities known as

Oglala Junior", 'lumber Four", "Calico", and "Number Six." The con-

versations were designed to elicit information on the needs of pre

school Youngs Ts, the types of programs children wished to attend,

---;*1411111111MPrOPPNI
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and the possibilities of a program which would encompass both these

young children and their ,--thers. In the first two of these communities

(041ela Jr. and Number Four) our presence and our focus on the upbringing

of the young children tended immediately to elicit questions about Robert

V. Dumont and the "Harvard-Radcliffe Summer School Project" he organized

and directed during the summer of 1964. Parents wanted to know where

Dumont was and they lamented that the Summer School was not being re-

peated as tircy had hoped and as hg had said it would be in 1965.

While a graphic report of the siarvard-Radcliffe Project may be

obtained from its director, (Robert V. Dumont, Harvard School of Education

Cambridge, Mass.), a summary may be useful here. As a participant in

'the research leading to the monograph, FORMAL EDUCATION IN AN AMERICAN

INDIAN COMMUNITY, Dumont had lived for over a year in these wettarn areas

of Pine Ridge. Before he left, he had ditzussed educational need& with

the local folk and their leaders, and he had planned a summer camp-school.

When he returned in 1964, he brought to Harvard and two Radcliffe students

and secured lodging for them with, local Indian families. The community

was able to proviJe primitive facilities for the camp, in the way of e

large cabin that otherwise served them as community hell; and the Durum

of Indian Affairs provided some assistance in such mm atturs as food.
Recalling this project a year later, parents stated that their

children had attended regularly and eagerly, rising of their own wiSit

early in the morning to prepare themselves for the camp vehicle, and theft'

on returning home, talking volubly of the activities of the day. Forceps

also stated 'hat their ,thildren had learned much from the activities,

e.g. songs, stories, and games. When asked about the 4965 summer s4huol

programs offered by the not1,0,-s claimed that %hair 01014reol bed

been far less eager to attend and that they had nothing to report on

returning home Again,in discussing the Harvard.Radcliffe Project,

parents revealed that their children had liked the young people, and they

talked fondly of their residence among them and of their attempts to learn

"Indian ways," including singing and dining.
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to far as we were able to determine by indirect questions concerning

programs for chfldren of preprimary level, no parent in this era had the

slightest inkling of the nature, intent, or existence of the chfld devel-

opment centers scheduled to begin operation on the reservation within

two months.

Projects Observed

.4 diversity of projects aimed at Indian children has been underway

during this and recent summers. Many religious associations have

sent youthful volunteers to the reservation to work with the children

or otherwise to perform useful labor in communitr service. The ipis-

copalians were operating a series of two-week day camps that they des-

cribed as Bible schools, but since the camp was then located in Pine

Ridge tom: we did not take time to observe it. The Jewish project,

which involved community service, was over, and responses to itu youth

were not favorable, they being considered "snobbish". When *shod

whether the structures built by the Jewish youth on this project were

being used, Indian parents said, ',they were just standing theroswand

seemed under the impression that these buildings ',belonged to .he

Oureau or some other Offices, and that they as members of the ccasmoity

had no right to use them. The Holy Rosary Mission of the Roma- Cothirolies,

was operating ca afternoon program in the Calico area, and we arid- observe

it. 1)4 was staffed by a youthful nun and about tea volunteers In their

aid-teens, these latter coming for two week periods fromviAside the

Reservation and living in the Mission compound. Eighteen childrini

aged gran to five were present, most having been walked in by the

volunteers. In addition four older Indian boys (early adoliscolAs)

watched soberly and intently from a distance; two of these had halos

and occasionally demonstrate(' "their own sad their stood*, prowess, with

a short bareback canter. The emotional tone of the gathering mei so

pleasing that wt. stayed and ^Artteteatid for an hour in the simple
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games. both Indian children and White youth were enjoying the inter-
action and learning from each other. The location of these activities
was a primitive cabin that served as community hall fcr Calico.

Indian Leaders and Tribal Officials

We talked with leaders from each of the four communities mentioqed
above about programs for children in the preschool age. All were inter-
ested, and one asked us to c-04e and expldin the Head Start Program to
his peoples the same eszrselet twIked at length about how programs tend
to be vantralized in the hands of or Tribal governmental personnel
and so to be removed from community needs or interests. Another explained
that community workers are coming to his area without sufficient prepar-
ation or insight for dealing with the existing tribal orwittions and
customs of his people. he saw himself as devotins many hours (without
compensation) to serving as a ubridgeif (his phrase) between the var-
ious community warkers and the local folk (many of whose elders know
little English and have a deep skepticism about outsiders).

Although all of these leaders were well informed or participating
in tribal government, none had any prior knowledge of the Heed Start
Program. More surprising, none made any reference to the new pre-
primary program which is being funded by O.E.O. on the reservation and
which is due to begin operation this fall. It is true that the programs
will initially be established in the eastern and central areas of the
reservation, but the ignorance as to the nature and extent of the
program was an unfortunate symptom of the paternalism described IA Os
first section.

Several of these leaoars critIciaed the structure of the 'Community
Development Program -- and thereby the O.E.O. -- on the grounds that
nothing was being done for the-adult men. It could be argued that by
their concentration, on the young these programs are contributing further
to the erosion of authority and responsibility of the Indian men- Witt!
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reservation amploym,nt limited, and with the welfare programs designed
for mothers, young children, the aged, and the ill, et is the man who
are rendered useless and impotent.



'

SUMMARY

Judged by its owl standards, which are the traditional standards

of most educators and welfare workers, Project Head Start in Rapid City

is not only pool, it is excellent. The classes are wall, (fifteen

children or less), the facilities are pleasing and appropriate, there

is abundant auxiliary personnel, the teachers are well trained and plea-

sant, and the atmosphere of each room is happy. The children are playing,

learning, and developing. One of the eight teachers was very talented,

although unaware of the real values in what she was doing.

If we criticize the Rapid City Project, it is because its very excel-

lence is achieved on the basis of a colonial or White-Msnos-Burden sat

of standards, and this is already apparent to some of the Indian mothers

at whom the project is aimed. The Project is sufficiently well.staffed

and organised so that the absence of broad participation and support

from the mothers of the Indian community is not significant, but the

Project is not going to make the impact it should upon these mothers,

and in the long run it will not provide the Indian communityrwith the

necessary assistance for its folk to move upward out of poverty.

31101111019WWMr'0-"--7'- -



Indian Parents

To the north of Rapid City is a shanty town know politely as the

"Sioux Adeitionit. The children who come to the Project from this area

tend to be concentrated in a few families. It would be interesting to

make a census of the area and determine.the total number of eligible

youngsters; no one seemed to know the figures. As a wild guess, we

would hazard that the participating children number about twenty p'rc..1:nt

of the eligible. Some of the non-participation must be attributed to

travel, as the Sioux are highly nomadic, especially in summer; and some

must be attributed to the simple process of turnover, as families come

to or leave Rapid City.

From one family, three children were attending and an older daughter

was serving as an nide. This is a pattern we suggest be watched and en-
couraged. Sioux families and kin groups have a great loyally, Sioux

children tend to be very shy and are greatly encouraged in any novel sit-
uation by the presence of an older family member. Since traditional

families tend to be highly responsive to the desires and fears of their

children, increasing the number 4nd presence of Sioux volunteers or paid

assistants would pay dividends in recruitment of children. Moreover,

we should not discount the impact on an adolescent Sioux girl of par-

ticipating in a responsible educational position, such as is represented

by being a Head Start volunteer. We regret that, while 7/12ths of the

children were Sioux, only one of the Ades was a Sioux girl. We would

suggest that a greater effort be made to recruit aides and volunteers

from the community being served. Finally on this point, we empha-

size the factionality and rivalry within Sioux communities, which means

that rather than seeking for ',Indians", the administration of a Head

Start Center should (to the extent possible) select as aides those

Indian persons who are part of the familial or kin group of the child-

ren who are to participate.



When we esker, Indian mothers now tray warned or toe neaa Start
Project, they mentioned a variety of sources, predominantly welfare
wcrkers. However, in the Sioux Addition, one young mother (whose only
child wears too .young as yet for the Program) spontaneously referred to
the story which had appeared in the RAPID CITY SUNDAY JOURNAL, July 11.
This mother was impressively and articulately indignant about the article
and so, too, was another Indian mother (not resident in the Sioux Addi-
tion). They saw the article as patronizing - as implying that their
children were savages who had not learned to eat with knife and fork,
and as being in a state of starved neglect akin to the children portrayed
in LARE advertisements. While the second of these two mothers viewed
the article with amused tolerance, judging Head Start by what it was doing
for her youngsters, the other was considerably Hare hostile. Thus, the
question may well be raised whether such publicity releases may not fur-
ther alitnata needy persons of pride and self-respect from the community
agencies which are established to assist them. Bluntly, if Head Start
programs are defined as designed for the children of savage, drunken,
or irresponsible parents, many parents may choose to withhold their
children from the programs.

Observations at the Center

As ready indicates`, we were impressed by the operation of the
Center, during a normal weekday morning The facilities seemed excel-
lent; the personnel skilled; and the atmosphere pleasant.

One teacher seemed especially gifted, as indicated by the following
obseryatioess

Tha first class I saw was by far the best of three I
visited. When I entered - children were on hands and
Knees being sheep and cows. All boys were sheep 4nd
all girls (ten boys, four girls) were cows. Went
through rt- story of Little goy Blue with tremen-
dous very And enjoyment. One teacher and two helpersin this room.



In this and later play activiti2s in this ~ool I was
struck by a number of remarkable fine phencymena. First-
teacher always let children set sex distiiIctions --
zil boys warted to be sheep - fine -- all girls mooed
with zest - also no evidence at all of what the B.I.A.
teachers call "competition". Everybody in this kind
of game was to help make it go. Whole situation is
much more helpful to learning. verbal fluency in English
than for Beginners in Bureau schools.
He teal:her say about paints which only four child-
ren could use - though several others wanted to paint:
"we have to share everything - don't we."
Most remarkable thing - I think I saw was use of tele-
phone. Four little girls - two Indian - were sitting
at a table in the side playing with dishes On the
table with dishes was a toy telephone. Teacher at
other end of room picked up to -' and pretended
she was asking operator for Mrs. (probably
name of one of the Indian girls). A girl picked up
the phone - and teacher asked for her party. Girl
handed phone to another - who giggled and looked
around helplessly. Other Indian girl sLid; "say
hello - Gee you're dumb." S.) the litt3,, girl said
hello. Somehow in conversation with teacher - she
blurted out invitation to teacher to come right over.
So teacher came over, knocked, was offered coffee.

The whole performance - the use of English in gcnuine-communication

between pupils and between pupils and teacher - the remarkable, yet

natural and quite practical practice in social expertise - the joyous;

and unselfconscious role playing were, to me, incredible, after what I

witnessed two years ago in Betlinnerla level classes on the reservation.
k.

Talked to teaser - who - though first rate - thought
of telephone gimmick mainly as way to teach children
to use the telephone. (iii) Told me that at orientation
school teachers had been told to expect that the.indian
children would be dirty and have head lice - and would
need to be cleaned up in school. But Indian ehildeen
in Ilk.- class came very clean. She had one little Sioux
boy (looked fullblood) who knew no English. Out now,
suddenly, at mtal one day, he had asked, picking up
sandwich, "What's that?" Ne did this with all food now
and was learning new words consistently. (This boy
played well with other children - very happy with a
farmyard ;et - he built a fence around - though during



Boy Blue game, he had stood 4.n line - sucking Indian
finger of one hand and holding his pecker with the
ether. Nobody paid zny at to this
14..mber of times heard Inoizn children talkicg spon-
taneously in English to ot:ler children - but perhaps
they don't know Lakota.
Next class - in which boys and girls were playing Musical
Chairs - to Pop Goes the Weasel - the children were far
more sedate and less expressive. Somehow Musical Chairs
came out looking like some kind of orderly ritual - and
White girl aide who played along with the little ones
was fiercely competitive and saw to it that she stayed
in game till last. After finished teacher said; "Wasn,
that fun!" in insincere voice. Still children were not
unhappy.

Educators and Administrators

We offer three comments in the way of advice rather than criticism.

First, to the txtant that puDilcity about the Center can be guided, we

suggest that due emphasis be given to the positive qualities of parents

who send their children to Head Start Cen:ers, and that some attention

might be given to the particular or unique virtues of children caking

from Indian or other ethnic commun:ties. For example, the article in the

RAPID CITY SUNDAY JOURNAL, July 11, 1965,mentioned the disposition of

Indian children to tea food home from the Center meal in order to share

it with their family, but they portrayed this as a vice or archaism to be

overcome; ft could equally wfll have been appreciated as a virtue fantastic

for children aged four tG sfx.

Second, the Indians of Rapid City tend to be protected and admin-

isteeed by a federation, of individuals, representing various welfwe

and interest associations, and organized together under the appelatIon of

the ""Mayor's Commission." This Commission and its affiliated associations

intrudes "professional Indians", who speak for "The Indian', during the

course of urban planning.. needless to say, these indlviOuds are un-

encumbered by ties uhich would require thou to account for ther steward-

ship to the Indians themselves. Undue reliance upon those individuals is

a poor substitute for reaching out directly to the Indian families. Less



planning shou/d be done via these persons, and more direct contact E!.3,:ld

be made by such processes as home visits.

Third, in its recruitment of volunteers and awziliary personnel,

more effort should be made to recruit from the target communiti,:s.



The center opeates under great technical and social difficulties.
Isolated in the Badlands of South Dakota, lacking running water or a
telephone, and connected to the greater society only by a system of dirt
.1.n.1 gravel r,.)ads, a modern type Center is difficult to maintain. Pre-
paring the school building for occupancy this summer required a week's
arduous labor, cleaning and repairing, by the staff who had been rec-
ruited to operate the Center. Considerable effort is now being ex;y2r:ded

on such matters as hauling water, transporting provisions, and r71:::!nteinincj

adequate standards of sanitation. These basic choras have been re,.5p)r.sibl1

and devotedly handled by the staff of two professsionals (Mrs. Speak and
Mr. Mayberry) and two aides (Mrs. Yellow Horse and Mrs. TwoBulls), assizted
by Mr. Speak.

The Indian community of Red Shirt Table recognizes the dedication
of the professional staff and speaks highly or them and of the Center.
However, the operation of the Center and the future of the program within
the community have been gravely jeopardized by tension between the local
folk and the missionary who is himself serving as director of the cem-
munity development program (0.E.0.) and whose wife serves as treasurer.

Unfortunately, this couple, the Tiffany's,were absent on the day of'our
visit and so we were not able to discuss and counsel with them; and, since'
the drive from Pine Ridge town to Red Shirt Table is arduous, we were reluc-
tant to undertake it again without definite knowledge that they would
have returned from thbir vacation.

Many Indian inhabitants of Red Shirt Table speak of the Tiffany's

with considerable ire. In his role as missionary (Seventh Day Adventist),
he has apparently criticized the mode of housing and living of the local
community, and since many of these folk are proud of their lives and

houses they feel resentful toward him. Moreover, they hold him personally
responsible for the content of a television program which was recently

produced and which illustrated the operation of Project Head Start with
commentary and pictures of Red Shirt Table. We have not seen this tele-
cast and so are unable to judge whether or not the criticisms by the
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Indians have an objective foundation. They complained that the telecast

described their children as entering school knowing only Lakota and no

English, when the facts are that English has long been the primary lang-

uage of the Sioux households of Red Shirt Village. They complained Lllso

that the telecast portrayed their children as not knowing the use of

table utensils and that it described their houses as "ramshackle". f4ow,

to a person of urban and middle-class background, the cabins of the Sioux

may indeed appear ramshackle, even though they have been Ltanding for

oak; years and have served to shelter many persons frc,n the elements.

Yet, the significant fact is that the local community has great pride in

itself and in its children, and it is this pride which could constitute

a lever for community betterment. Moreover, if the recipients of Head

Start and other 0.E.O. programs are continually described in negative

terms, then those who are "poor but proud" -- and this includes many of

the Sioux -- will simply refuse to participates' As one mother remarked,

"We need your help but you don't have to degrade us!"

The unfortunate association between the O.E.O. publicity and the

local missionary is testimony to the fundamental failure of the design

of the Head Start Project at Red Shirt Table. Effectively the local

community has not been involved and has not shared in the p)ennIng-or

responsibility for the Center. The nets media came to the missionary.

for their orientation and did not deal with the community or its rep.:

resentetives, and accordingly the local folk attribute the inaccuracies

of the telecast to the missionary. The students who have come this summer

to the village to operate the Center are rc...gardd favorably by the local

commnity, but they have not sought to initiate -% different-relstionship

of responsibility between the Center and the pare-;41 and instead have

allowed themselves to be guided by the local missionary. Given the

halation of the village and the small population (a dozen famiiles),

it would be quite feasible to. so inform cr.4 so involve the local folk

that quite a sensational demonstration project might develop. As it



is now, many parents have witnorawn from participation or 3t tencii.ocu

at the Center or its activities.

The teachers at the Center ;neicated that a paoolera had ar:ten ca

cerning the medical care of the children. They had arranged for a phy-

sician attached to the Public Health Service ie the town of Pine Ridge

to visit the community to examine the children. In the course of this

visit, the medical team had inoculated the children against various

diseases and the children had complained of these insect ions to t'-;4:ir

parents. In turn, tho parents were ncw ,sing the physician and n.,:ri;_!

as "bogeymen", threatening the children that if they did not behave

properly, they would be sent to the nurse aad have needles stuck in

them. The teachers thought this a deplorable and inconsiderate action

on the part of the parents, which would instill into the children

improoer attitudes toward medical care. We pointed out that the folk

of Red Shirt fable weae likely quite eainformea about the nature and

purposes of the inoculations and could only respond to these medical,

practices es being some other strange and painful tactic of the White

intruders. Hers, 'surely, was an instance when a public health worker

should have preceded the visit of the medical team with a community

meeting and explanation of what was to be done as th aailaraa. In oay

case, the staff had risen to ta,a occasion by introducing into the cur-

riculum materials on physicians and dentists, so as to prepare the

children for futurc experiences and to explain to them the rationale

behind whatever pain might be inflicted during the course of medical

or dental treatment.

As in other centers, the professional staff seemed unaware of

i.he difference of Indien children about aggressive physical contact

with adults. We notes' that at Red Shirt Table the teachers were enthu-

siastic participants in a germs that involved much pushing and s&-ving

and that they were quite oblivious of the problem of courtesy and res-

pect that was thereby being poied to the children. While we cid point

aut the nature of the problem to the staff and while we did suggest



that, so far as concerns rough by cor.tact, the children be dir:-.ct-A

against their fellows of the cam: age and sex, Honethcless we should

add that the development of this kind of intercultural problem was rot

simply a negative quality but rather testimony to the intermingl!ng and

happy intimacy of staff and children at this Center.

All in all, it is our impression thit Mrs. Speak and Mr. Mayberry

,i:erc unusually adept and coitsiderate in their interperscpnal cont.Ict with

t;-re Indian children. Instruction, play, feeding, and washing wcr:

c'in in an atmosphere of soft-spoic_n gentleness to which the childrt-r.

responded very wet; and which, we ar sure, zhe Indian parents wouk

have approved. indeed, all Indian parents interviewed indicated that

they liked the teacher:: as persons, that the children liked them, and

that, on the w;ole "the school is a good thing.,"



Waal- .LARd.mliQN

The problems with Head Start and other O.E.D. projects in this area
ere those which might resonably be ancicipated when an inexperienced

local government is suddenly given rather large sems of motley and cor-

responding responsibilities. The incumbent leaders and executives
usually do ot have strong or cleiir views about the for'ii, content, or

goals of education. They tend to be poorly informed, cautioue, and
disposed to be guided by the letter of the law or the edict of 12,1::28u-

cri:tt, The income represented by the prcjects rs highly valued and --

as jobs -- tends to be apportioned among the members ('usually kindru6)

of the incumbent or dominant socio-political faction. Meanwhile, members
of those factions not sharing tte spoils gripe and drag their heels, but
enough of them can usually discern some modest advantage to themselves

in-participatiA so that the programs do move along.

Since the incumbent or ',1eading's faction is prone to believe' that

the interpretation of experts in correct and necessary for the contin-

uation of the 'grant, the design of the projects is left almost entirely
in the hands of pursons from outside the Indian community, e.g.,school

administrators, VISTA workers, bureaucrats. These designs are often

far from ideal and conform neither to the needs of the community nor the
aims of .the lie4c1 Start Program. Understandably, members of the com-

munity who are attached to the dominant faction are not critical of the
program:,. When other folk, and especially members of the sebordinate

factions, 'ingest innevations or changes in design, their remarks tend
to be categorically dismissed as springing from trouble-makere or jea-
lous persons.

The following considerations are important as background to further
and more detailed discussion. First, the resident population of the White
Earth tribal group has decreased to about a third of what it was in 1950.
At that tine, the figures showed a resident population of over 9,000

persons; a resent census chows less than 2,500. Evidently, there has
been a substantial out-migration; local people say that most of these

Indians have moved to the Twin Cities, Chicago, and Milwaukee; they



also Vol that man ; p,,:rsons are nom.dic, rather then migrants, and thz-t

they return to the White Earth area as often and as long as they cen,
(the evid2nce is also that these migrants are having grave social en.1

economic difficulties in the urban environment.) Second, the White
Earth Chippewa are highly acculturated. Their native language is now
English, and very few engage in traditional ceremonial activitics. There
:cems to be ro group which can be classified as "fullblo:)d" end against
which another group he d.moted as "mixedbiood" or es "breeds"; rErs.L.r;

the differences sewn to be bttwt.n those factions (or kindred) We
more wealth and power ano those which have less. Third, whil4! the Whitt,.

Earth Chippewa are poor, they did not to us appear in as desperate ard

desolated condition as some of the Sioux in the Dakotas. Our guess
is that out-migration has so reduced the density of the region as to
make life generally easier for those who remain; in that case, the

problem of the impoverished Indian may in some part have been moved to

urban settings. Foueth, the conflict and rivalry which in the large,

Western reservations is phrased as ruilblood versus Mixedblood is here

a rivalry between loosely associated aggregates of kindred. Not only.
have the self conscious traditionalists just about vanished, but also
thOe persons who are archetypically "mixedbloods" -- extolling the

Protestant ethos of diligence and thrift and denouncing the Indian ethos
of generosity and lkisure -- these persons too seem few in numbers and
relatively vmerless.

There were three Head Start Centers on the White Earth reservation,

namely, White Earth Village, Ponsford, and Nattahwaush. We visited
the first two or these Centers. As a further organixatinnai note, we
remind the reader that White Earth is one of the organizational units
or district of the consolidated for federated) Minnesota Chippewa Tribe.
Since the White Earth reservation is now "open" and numerous Whites

own property and live in she area, we tend herein to speak of the White
Earth tribal group rather than of the reservation.



Parents (White Eavth Village'}

Among the parents of the lower socio-political f:Action thr.re wan

praise for the tad Start Project, tempered by a number of criticisms.

They had not previously been asked for their zriticisms, although some

had spontaneously expressed them to the social worker associated with

thk, Project.

(I) Mrs. Pfeilsticker, the teacher in the CeAter in the

Earth Village is not well liked. Duriug the regular school year, she

teaches the first grade, and so she is well known. She has the rep-

utation of being an over-strict disciplinarian, and one mother allowed

her child to withdraw from the program when the child complained of

corporal abuse by the teacher The mother had not registered a com-

plaint.

(2) Some parents pointed out that it was difficult to keep pupils

in school throughout the long school year. If pre-schoolers are tohave

a special summer program and then go with scarcely a break into the

school term, they may fatigue even socner, so their parents believe and

worry. It is possible that some of the parental concern expressed biro

about a child turning sour over school was fear that the child would not

be able to tolerate so long a dosage of this one teacher. One parent

remarked spontaneously that preschool programs would be better if C04,..

ducted during the normal school year, so the child would at least have

the companienAhip of its relatives.

(3) When asked what kind of program they would like for their

children several parents referred in glowing terms to the program of

the previous year conducted by students from the University of Minne-

sota. They found the students highly congenial, and their children

had welcomed the program.

(4) Some urban mothers find children a nuisance and welcome any

reliable institutionalized arrangement for handling them. While this

attitude was also shared by some of the better-off women we interviewed,



Lh majority of trv.!se Oipocwo h4virlg their iLLng

the hout:Q, )to chilern were pce5ent .o ::;iwr(!

den of their 4:arc!. A.,:curdingly, they may send th,.!ir chilore:n to 11.: ad

Start Center if they be' 'eve it to be in the best intcr4'st3 of the t;hik,

',fit they are likely to pull the child out at any reilson:&1?. exusc.:

Moreover, most of the mothers would prefer a scheduled system of :Ictiy-

ities, covering pat hit not all of the day for most of their chiidru,:.

Artd sane opined that o whoi day at school was to tiring For the

jonngsters.

(5) Some parents who withheld their children eetireli from the

Head Start Program explained that "all summer and all winter was too

much school;" children needed somk time for play. Indced, the pre-

school Oats we observed at White Earth Village entailed much drudgery

and very little play or creative activity.

...enter Observations

We observed operations at two of the three Cneters: White Earth

Village and Ponsford. In both cases, the sessions were being held

in schoolrooms, and in both cases activities tended to be highly struc-

tured by the teacher and organized mostly about the acquisition of

scholastic skills (counting and reading-readiness). The activities at

Ponsford were markedly superior to those at White Earth Village (and

the teacher had a much better reputation) but in neither case did they

compare with what we had observed at Little Eagle (Standing Rock)', Red

Shirt Table (Pine Ridge), or Rapid City. Too much of the time was being

spent with the children seated in neat rows and engaged in mass routineS;

too much of the time was devoted to "idiot questions" to which a few

children were responding, while the remainder silently twisted in their

seats. Given this definition of what Head Start activities should be,

the teachers were delegating little responsibility to their fides and

were utilizing them mostly for supervision of handwashing and the



playground period.

It would be too ,..4sy to blame the teachers for this perversion c)

Heed Start objectives. The fevIt more dearly li;25 with en adminis-

tration which has been content to absteia from the project and allow

the educators to organize a program on conventional scholastic prin-

ciples -- a kind of prep-school for the first grace.

Educators

Both teat....;..s we talked to were socielly isolated from The local

Indian community. As one of them expressed it, "They have their life,

and I have mine, ,nd I think thetes the way they prefer it." The

speaker, a well- meaning soul, did not seem to feel that she could

learn anything or enrich her own life by`-contact with the parents of the

children she was presuming to instruct. TI-,e only persons who seamed

to be making any home visits were the social workers, who were new to

the area.

The teacher at Ponsford did ask for more assistance in obtaining

materials pertinent to the ethnic culture and history of her pupils.

As she explained, even in such a matter as pictures and illustrations,

the subjects are invariably urban White children and so quite foreign

to the interests and experiences of her charges. (We were not able to

provide her with suggestions for material at the level of the primary

and pre-primary grades. We believe that such material is available and

that mere is being developed, and we suggest that educators in schools

serving Indians be provided with lists and -- where possible samples.)

The teacher in Ponsford also complained of a lack of suitable toys

and equipment for her prescht):,4 children. To some degree this defic-

iency should be attributed to the difficulties in organizing and designing

the local program, for so far as we could gather, the task of choosing

and requisitioning supplies had been turned over to the-VISTA workers,

and they of course had little background for this responsibility.
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Administration

So far as we could quickly reconstruct, the White Eari.:, tribal 2rou2

wes propeled into Head Start and other programs through the .food :ffcrf!-:

of D.E.D. representitives, who pushed matters along with great spevi

energy. Initially, it had been believed -that the Head Start Project

could be sponsered via the local scnool board, and one of the nmm.:,!rs

of the Eoaro attended a conference at aemidji where the ohilosophy

Liz:sign of Child Oevelepment Centers was explained. Thor, it was dir.-

covered :;,at the project could not be sponsored by tne school board

had to be ,picked up by the tribal government, and since control of tnse

agencies was then in the hands of opposing political factions, the advice

of the board member who had been at Bemidji was not heeded. (Shortly

thereafter, the political revolution affected the school board, and the

board member in question resigned.) Accordingly, the administration of

Project Head Start passed into the hands of novices who were quite unpre-

pared for these responsibilities, although eager to utilize the funds

coming in.

The rivals of the dominant political faction in White Earth pol-

itics accuse them of operating a spoils system in which all the major

jobs have been assigned to their kindred. This favoritism does seem to

be true, although there is no evidence that the appointees are incom-

petent, and the likelihood is that, in general, the victorious faction

includes the better educated of the White Earth population. On the other

hand, it may be true that, considering their formal qualifications, the

federally-supported salaries they are receiving may be unduly large.

A complaint was regik.tered that $400 of Head Start funds had been

appropriated for tours by the Center at White Earth Village, but that

during the entire term of operation Inly ore trip was made -- and that

to the neighboring city of Detroit Laces where the children had had boat

rides. Whether that sum of money was 9nsoeAt or misused we do net know,

but certainly the children in the Center at White Earth Village should



have been participating in more and better designed tours.

Conversation with Or. Goodwri, the director of the Co3nunity
elopment Program at White Earth and the person therefore with for;-,)3'

responsibility or the Need Start Program, revealcd his feelings that

these:: proprans had developed prior to his assumption of office and 'lad
remained outside cf his control and concern. He expressed irritatio; at

",e consultant sent earlier by Head Start ("noseying arcund and crit-

icising"). He also indicated that he wanted U.E.O. to instruct hire in

detail on the operation of Hcad Start and other projects. Howev.:v, 4 = ^crf

wa indicated to him certain of the failings of the present White ,:art.

program (e.g. lack of community involvement), his response was net en-

eouraging,and it may be that for him to consider guidance authoritative,

it -must come down the chain of commind from Washington through regional,

state, ond tribal authorities.

From our conversations at White Earth and Red Lake, we infer that

the officials of the State of Minnesota who deal with the Chippewa on

matters of education or welfare are persons who are totally ignorant of

Chippewa culture and society. They regard Indians as being socially and

psychologically Whites who happen to bear red skins but who are poor and

afflicted with the vices and weaknesses of the poor. This view very

convenient for bureaucrats but it happen3 to be grossly in error and there

is a mountain of ethnographic literature which refutes it (see the writings

of A.I. Hallowell, V. Birnouw, F. Miller, and others). As we asserted In

the "Summary," it is true that the Indian problem is one of relative poverty'

and lack of power, but we should add here that in designing educotional

programs for Indians it is extremely helpful to have some knowledge of

their culture 'And personality. Indians, even Indian children, do relate

differently to people than do, for example, Lutherns of Scandinavian

extraction or Catholics of German extraction, and the educational format

that works well with one group will not necessarily work equally well

for the other. Insofar as educators pf-rsist in regarding Indian children

as identical with non-Indians, they are failing their task as educators,



because they are not .carting where the child is, but where they th-2m.

3i:dyes wish him to be.

All this is of moce then ideolsgical filnortance. Instruction about

Head Stact and other programs cw. children tends to be filtered through

the regional and state off1ces. If these adinnIstrators are hostile to

the matter of ethnic differenc..s and relucn114 to heed the ccimments of

parents, then the best of federal piers will come to nought.
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In its organization, Red Lake Is more akin to the western reserva-

tlens of Pine Ridge and Standing Rock than to White Earth, as it has a

st.bstantial and unified land base which is controlled by a tribal (:.ove,-n

ment together with the B.I.A. While the school system is public and is

administratively organized under the school board, the boundaries of the

school district were drawn so as to coincide with the reservation, lines,

a pattern which seems to have been desired both by the tribal off -ials

and -- so it is sal(' by the neighboring White parents who did nat

their children to mingle with the Indians. Within the reservatio',

are three systems of political and economic power: the tribal scvern-

ment; the agency offices of the B.I.A.; and the school system. The P.H.S,

hospital mig;-st constitute a fourth system, but in the present context

it may be identified v4ith the B.I.A. as federally controlled and civil

service.

So far as concern most areas of educational policy, the school

system is governed by the superintendent with the board acting as'a .

rubber stamp. In part, this may be due to the novelty of the public

system; also, to the inexperience of the Indian board members; but,

in part, certainly, it is due to the complexity of a modern educational

system in which funds accrue from a variety of sourcn3 ender a variety

of types of legislation. Be that as it may, the sch,.;o: board has been

known to raise issues only concerning the handling of disciplinary cases

(so challenging the principal of the high school). Neither the board

nor any other -agency has yet acted as a vehicle for transmitting com-

plaints about unpopular teachers, let alone for raising issues of cur-

riculum.

While the Head Start Program was attained through application by

the tribal government, its organization and administration were quickly

turned over to the officials of the school system, so that its executive

head is the high school principal. This delegation of authority and

responsibility seems to be so complete that we, as newcomers, to the sit-

uation, found it bewildering. For example, Roger Jourdain, the chairman



of the tribal government told us that he was strongly interested in
i.he preservation of the Chippewa language and its inclusion in the
school system. Since Jourdain and the council obtained end had control
of the funds for the Head Start Program, we would have thought that they
could have used this strategic position to push for any type of cur-
riculum they desired. Yet, they did noti and we can only regard this
reticence as further evidence of the timidity of tribal governments
about innovating with federally sponsered programs; they reoarfl the
immediate benefits of the program as too great to jcoprdize by offering
any challenge to the conventional wisdom of the professionally qualifieJ
authority. O the other hand, Jourdain does believe that the Head Start
Program has served to improve relationships between, on the one side,himt-
setf and the tribal council, and, on the other side, the school admin-
istration, and he contends that the latter group now listen with greater
concern and re4ipect to the former group and that consultation is now
more frequent. If this is so, then Head Start has at Red Lake moved,
toward one of its major goals, even if tht movement is more modest and
covert than had been hoped for.

Parents

The Head Start Program was held in high regard by the parents.
The best evidence being, nor merely their response to direct questions,
but the report of a University of Minnesota undergraduate, who as 4 port
of a course in field research had inherited the task of administering
the Head Start questionnaire (CAP-HS Form 41 January, 1965) to parents
( and who, finding this questionnaire quite idiotic in reservation con-
ditions, had elaborated a more congenial schedule of her own). This
young lady found that when she called on homes driving a car borrowed
from the a_; _A. ;;;;: IdOodad), she nod encountered suspicion and
reserve, but that when she identified herself as associated with Head
Start, this suspicion was replaced by a tolerant or friendly interest.



In the small, isolated, and troditieslistic village of Ponamsh,
word of the project hcd1 been spread via thc councilman who has 8
utation as a knowledgable operator), and the enrollment of youngstors
had been one hundred percent, although attendance had fluctuated In
the Red Lake Redby area, informatirn about the project had not Geer:
so well or sympathetically spread and enrollment had been slow, rising
as the project went along and parents learned of its merite. We surmise
that among other hinderances there was a failure to ovtain the endor$e-
ment of the Catholic educators who operate the mission school to which
many Indians send their children for primary education. Head Start was
strongly identified with the public school system, being held 41 its
buildings and staffed by its personnel, and parents intending to sent
their children to the mission school could well have regardsd the Heap
Start Center as irrelevant.

The nature of the interest the, plead Start Program has for Chippewa

mother: and the relationship between those mothers and their children

are nicely illustrated with the following fragments from an interviews

ilaizwelent: I really think it's a good thing (Program).
Thi(der daughter) was kind of bashful, kind of a big
baby. It was good for her just to be away(from home).
Interviewer: How did you hear about the Program?
EigginTET I got a letter from the Tribal Office.
Then I went and found out about it from the school;
I went and asked.

I just liked the idea. I csked her (daughter) if
she wanted to g:. I explained what it would be like,
and that thert wouldn't be much time In between (vac-
ation between Head Start and the beginning of school).
But she wanted to go, and she likes it real well. She
tells me what goes on, but she's still kind of quiet.

Educators and Administrators

Formally, all educators and administrators were well qualified

and experienced. However, basically; most were quite uninformed as to
the nature of the local Indian communiths or the social and personal



dynamics of the Indian pupi is. Again, mst seemed decent and p!easaf.t

perscns who were interested in unc:rstan:.:ing their pupils better but

who were allowing themselves to ee entrapped by structure the

school system. On the one hand, they were well pleased witr 0 system

which kept the Indian parents subservient and at a distance from the

5:boo's; while, on the other hand, they .were discomfittcJ klt their

inability to reach or understand the r pupils,

Two persons were in exceptional positions. The Head Start taeh:::

in the isolated and traditional community of Ponemah wcs somewhA roc ; -e

free in her local situation aod had bee: assisted in her wish to mecL c.

local folk by an anthropologist (Mary Sick) who had been working with the

elders there. Tne other person, being the daughter-in-law of the tribac

chairman, again had more accP,ss to the community although not to its

more traditional or impoverished side.

Class Observations

The gross physical facilities (the public school buildings) were

excellent. However, the equipment left something to be desired. In the

haste to organize and establish the project, the ordering of special

materials and playthings for the pupils had been turned over to VISTA

workers and they had purchased such expensive and inappropriate items

as dummy electric ranges, which were unfamiliar to most Indian faailLa.

While there were extensive periods of free play in the gymnasium

with equipment there, work in the Red Lake classrooms was uqder the

supervision and direction of the Leachers and tended to be.overly orgaP-

izedand overly pedagogic. Nonetheless, the atmosphere was generally

good, and the children seemed to be happy and developing.

The boys gave a bit the appearance of bantam cocks who, the minute

the teacher's attention wandered from them, were ready to square off

against each other in a test of strength. Fighting and the establish-

ment of a pecking order is a normal and important feature of Indian



society. Accgrd;nRiy, there might he tAAMC reason

swe of regul,-,tf..,2 such as wrestling, within tne schor;

provid: c tte vrents t:erc consulted, approved, acid agrLd

o ix;ip proctor tilt: contes. At present, there is too much a lociy-

e and genteel flavor 414out mast Head Start activities in most centerv,
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Final Note on the Chippewa; Advisory Personnel

0. Meredith Wilson, President of the University of Minnesota, has

recently organized a University Cemmittee on American Indian Affairs.

Wilson himself was Chairman of the Commission on the Rights, Liberties,

and Responsibilities of the American Indian (funded by the Fund for the

Republic) and so has an excellent knowledge of contcmporary Indian affirs

or the national scene. Minnesota's committile includt-,s members of a

variety of departments within the University, including anthropologiFts,

sociologists, social workers, and others, and it is chaired by Matthew

Stark, who is Coordinator of the Human Relations Program within the

()Mee of the Dean of Students. Barbara Knudson, who is a member of

that Committee and whQ is Dire;tor of the Institute for Cummunity' Ser-

vices (formerly Institute for Delinquency Prevention) of the University,

directed the crgenization of an Institute for Teach.zrs of Indian Child-

ren, which was held August 30 September 3, 1955, et Bemidji State..

College. She secured the cooperation of all the major agencies and

organizations involved in Indian affairs in Minnesota, including the

tribal governments, and the participants at the Institute included

about ninety educators, administrators, tribal officials, etc.

During the course of our work among the Chippewa, we encountered

the following anthropologists also engaged in field work: on the White

Earth Reservation, James G.E. Smith of the University of Alabama (fe:-

merly of Moorhaed State College, Minnesota); ol the Red Lake Reservation,

Fronk C. Millar, University of Minnesota and Mary Slack, University of

California (Betilley). All three would be knowledgable *Wilt the Chip-

pewa and could provide counsel to Head &tort and the O.E.O.


